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Introduction

As the interest in health and fitness increases,

gluteal muscle exercise has received much attention

from clinicians, athletes, and general people as well

in recent years. Gluteus medius (Gmed) and gluteus

maximus (Gmax) contribute to improving athletic

performance, preventing injuries of lower extremity,

supplying structural stability, and maintaining lower

extremity alignment (Al-Hayani, 2009; Gottschalk et

al, 1989). Gluteal weakness has a close relationship

(r=-.74) with knee pathology, such as iliotibial band

syndrome, patellofemoral pain syndrome, genu val-

gum, and anterior cruciate ligament injury (Bolgla

and Uhl, 2005; Reiman et al, 2009). Moreover, it can

cause trochanteric bursitis and chronic ankle sprains

(Presswood et al, 2008; Taunton et al, 2002).

Clinicians generally aim at the hip abductors while

treating these lower extremity injuries (Akuthota and

Nadler, 2004). A wide variety of hip abduction ex-

ercises have been investigated to strengthen gluteal

muscles (Macadam et al, 2015; Reiman et al, 2012).
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Abstract1)

Background: Many previous studies recommended the side-lying hip abduction (SHA) exercise for
targeting the gluteus medius (Gmed) and gluteus maximus (Gmax) muscle activity while the decreasing
tensor fasciae latae (TFL) activation. Mischoice of hip position and angle in SHA may increase the risk
of lower extremity injuries and undesirable muscle activation. However, information is limited on the
effect of composite hip flexion angles and hip rotation on the gluteal muscle activity during SHA.
Objects: This study aimed to compare muscle activity (Gmed, TFL, and Gmax) and activity ratios

(Gmed/TFL, Gmax/TFL, and Gmed/Gmax) using surface electromyography (EMG) during SHA exercise
at three different hip flexion angles either with or without internal rotation (IR) in subjects with Gmed
weakness. We hypothesized that applying hip flexion and IR during SHA would increase gluteal muscle
activity and decrease TFL activity.
Methods: Muscle activity and activity ratios in 20 volunteers with Gmed weakness during 6 different

SHA were investigated with surface EMG. One-way repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to
determine the statistical significance.
Results: Significant differences were found among the six different exercises for Gmed (F2,41=11.817,

p<.001) and Gmax (F3,52=5.513, p=.003) muscle activity, and Gmed/TFL (F3,54=8.735, p<.001) and
Gmax/TFL (F2,37=4.019, p=.028) activity ratios.
Conclusion: Applying hip flexion is an effective method for increasing gluteal activity, and it elicits

great Gmed/TFL and Gmax/TFL activity ratios during SHA in subjects with Gmed weakness.
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Among the exercises, many previous studies recom-

mended side-lying hip abduction (SHA) exercise for

targeting Gmed muscle activity while decreasing tensor

fasciae latae (TFL) activation (Ekstrom et al, 2007;

McBeth et al, 2012; Willcox and Burden, 2013).

According to Distefano et al (2009), Gmed activity was

greater than almost 16% of maximal voluntary iso-

metric contraction (MVIC) than band walk, side-way

hop exercise, single-limb squat and single-limb deadlift.

Muscle activity is generally quantified with electro-

myography (EMG), and exercises that generate high

activation are the best for strengthening (Andersen et

al, 2006). Different hip positions and angles in SHA

can likely affect EMG activity because they are asso-

ciated with external torque, gravitational moment arm,

and direction of muscle fiber (Distefano et al, 2009;

Kang et al, 2013; Soderberg, 1983). Mischoice of hip

position and angle in exercise may increase the risk of

lower extremity injuries and undesirable muscle activa-

tion (Willcox and Burden, 2013). According to

Fredericson and Wolf (2005), Gmed weakness may

arise from compensation using the TFL to dominant,

thus leading to tightness and hypertonicity of the TFL.

According to the concept of synergist dominance, in-

dividuals with Gmed weakness should rely on TFL to

accomplish the hip abduction required for gait and ac-

tivities of daily living, thus contributing to “TFL domi-

nance” associated with further weakness of Gmed due

to disuse (Sahrmann, 2002).

Previous studies compared SHA exercises in vari-

ous hip positions, such as traditional SHA and clam

exercise (Boren et al, 2011; Selkowitz et al, 2013),

SHA with internal (IR) or external rotation (ER)

(Lee et al, 2014; McBeth et al, 2012; Philippon et al,

2011), and clam with various hip flexion (FLX) an-

gles (Distefano et al, 2009; Willcox and Burden,

2013), to increase Gmed activity. The clam exercise

is commonly used for hip abductor rehabilitation, but

a low gluteal activity was reported (Distefano et al,

2009). Lee et al (2014) reported that the SHA with

IR (SHA-IR) could be effective to increase gluteal

activity, and McBeth et al (2012) reported the TFL

was more active than the gluteal muscles when per-

forming SHA with ER (SHA-ER). The reason is that

the hip external rotator (gluteal muscles) becomes

more active because of gravity and extended moment

arm, but the internal rotator (TFL) becomes under-

active because of less gravity and an active in-

sufficiency during SHA-IR than during SHA-ER.

Through the length–tension relationship, the shortened

TFL reaches an active insufficiency that is difficult to

produce force during SHA-IR (Neumann, 2010).

SHA exercise has been used a common therapeutic

exercise to generate adequate neuromuscular control and

hip abductor strength (McBeth et al, 2012). Of the sev-

eral studies that have investigated hip abductor recruit-

ment during the SHA, however, limited information is

available on the effect of composite hip positions and

angles on the sagittal, transverse, and frontal planes.

SHA with FLX (SHA-F) extends the gravitational mo-

ment arm of the gluteal muscles similar to SHA-IR

(Neumann, 2010). To overcome the great external tor-

que, the gluteal muscles contract more than the TFL.

However, studies experimenting on the effects of hip

FLX angles on the hip abductor activity during SHA

are difficult to find. Moreover, we could not confirm

any study considering SHA with FLX and IR together.

This study aimed to compare Gmed, TFL, and Gmax

muscle activity and activity ratios (Gmed/TFL,

Gmax/TFL and Gmed/Gmax) using surface EMG during

SHA exercise at three different FLX angles either with

or without IR in subjects with Gmed weakness.

Particularly, we sought to ascertain which position could

best activate the gluteal muscles. We hypothesized that

applying hip FLX and IR during SHA would increase

gluteal muscle activity and decrease TFL activity.

Methods

Subjects

A power analysis performed using the results of a

pilot study with 5 subjects demonstrated that this

study would require at least 6 subjects to satisfy a
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level of .05, power of .80, and effect size of .19

(G-power software 3.1.2, Franz Faul, University of

Kiel, Kiel, Germany). A total of 86 subjects took the

manual muscle testing (MMT) to determine Gmed

weakness, and 20 subjects (6 males and 14 females)

voluntarily participated in this study. Through MMT

by Kendall’s muscle grading, the subjects that were

graded 3/5 or less were considered to have Gmed

weakness (Bewyer et al, 2009; Kendall et al, 2005).

The leg used to kick the soccer ball was determined

as the dominant (test) leg (Reimer and Wikstrom,

2010). Subjects who could hold isometric hip abduc-

tion for 5 sec in the side-lying position and had a

normal range of motion (ROM) of hip were included

(Kim et al, 2011). Subjects who met one or more of

the following conditions were excluded: (1) history of

lower extremity injury or surgery within the past

two years (2) cardiopulmonary, neurological, or mus-

culoskeletal diseases or pain, (3) shortness of TFL

(Ober test), and (4) body mass index above 25

(Flegal et al, 1998; McBeth et al, 2012). The general

characteristics of the subjects are presented in Table

1. Prior to the test, all subjects read the experimental

protocol and signed an informed consent form ap-

proved by the Yonsei University Wonju Institutional

Review Board (1041849-201608-BM-043-02).

Surface EMG recording and data 

processing

Surface EMG (TeleMyo DTS, Noraxon Inc., Scottsdale,

AZ, USA) with a wireless telemetry system was used.

Disposable bipolar electrodes (Ag/AgCl) were adhered

with a 2 ㎝ inter-electrode distance after skin prepara-

tion to reducing skin impedance (Cram et al, 1998).

The positions and all details of electrodes were set as

instructions by Cram (Criswell, 2010). For the Gmed,

the electrodes were set to the proximal third of the

range between the iliac crest and the greater

trochanter. The TFL electrodes were set approx-

imately 2 ㎝ under the anterior superior iliac spine.

For the upper Gmax, the electrodes were set to half

of the range between the sacral vertebrae and the

trochanter of the femur at the level of the trochanter.

The Noraxon MyoResearch 1.06 software (Noraxon

Inc., Scottsdale, AZ, USA) was used for the ampli-

tude of EMG signal processing. The MVIC was used

to normalize the EMG data and to confirm muscle

crosstalk. To collect the MVIC data, we used stand-

ard positions based on the MMT (Kendall et al,

2005). Subjects repeated the MVIC three times with

a 10 sec rest between each trial to obtain the peak

value (Boren et al, 2011). Subjects maintained each

trial for 5 sec with a 3 min rest between each mus-

cle contraction (Soderberg and Knutson, 2000). The

average value of the middle 3 sec of the 5 sec peri-

od was used for data collection (Ayotte et al, 2007).

All EMG data were expressed as percentages of the

MVIC. The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC)

for MVICs of Gmed, TFL, and Gmax were .94 [95%

confidence interval (CI)=.89-.97], .86 (.74-.93), and .89

Characteristics Mean±SDa

Age (year) 21.1±1.3

Height (㎝) 166.3±6.6

Weight (㎏) 62.9±8.4

BMIb (㎏/㎡) 22.4±2.1

Modified Ober testc (°) -6.7±4.8

Hip abduction full ROMd (°) 43.5±6.7

Hip medial rotation full ROM (°) 45.3±9.1
amean±standard deviation, bbody mass index, ca negative number in modified Ober test indicates hip adduction and
a positive number indicates abduction, drange of motion.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of subjects (N=20)
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(.79-.94), respectively. The EMG data were sampled

at 1000 ㎐, amplified, band-pass filtered (20∼450 ㎐,

Lancosh FIR), and notch filtered (92 ㏈ rejection ra-

tio at 60 ㎐). Then, the root mean square with a 50

㎳ moving window was calculated.

Three-dimensional (3D) motion analysis 

system

To control the ROM and positions of hip, a 3D

motion analysis system (MyoMotion Research Pro,

Noraxon Inc., Scottsdale, AZ, USA) was used. The

wireless sensors include inertial measurement units

consisting of tri-axial accelerometers, gyroscopes, and

a magnetometer (Poepel et al, 2014). Three sensors

were attached to a subject’s bony area of the sacrum

(frontal plane) and thigh (sagittal attachment to the

greater trochanter level and slightly above the knee

cap in line with the femur) according to the Noraxon

standard manual (Noraxon Inc., Scottsdale, AZ, USA).

Calibration in the standing position was performed to

define the 0° of ROM (Struzik et al, 2015). Sampling

frequency was set to 100 ㎐, and the MyoMotion

Research ver. 3.6 software (Noraxon Inc., Scottsdale,

AZ, USA) was used. The Vicon 3D motion capture

system is used as the gold standard reference, and the

correlation coefficient between Vicon and MyoMotion

was .99 (Balasubramananian, 2013).

Procedures

Before the data collection, all subjects stretched

their lower extremities and jogged at a self-selected

moderate speed for 5 min to decrease possible incon-

venience or pain (McBeth et al, 2012). Subjects were

instructed on the correct way to perform 6 different

SHA and practiced until they felt comfortable

(Distefano et al, 2009). To prevent substitution from

the quadratus lumborum, the Stabilizer Pressure

Biofeedback Unit (PBU) was used (Cairns et al, 2000;

Mills et al, 2005). The PBU was positioned under the

waist between the distal ribs and the iliac crest with

the air bag inflated. The subject was asked to sus-

tain a stable pressure of 40±5 ㎜Hg during SHA. To

use the PBU without the pelvic compensation, enough

familiarization time was allowed.

After a 10 min rest, a modified Ober test and an

active ROM of hip were measured with a smartphone

inclinometer application called Clinometer (Plaincode

Software Solutions, Stephanskirchen, Germany) on a

Galaxy S6 (Samsung Electronics, Suwon, Gyeonggido,

Korea) (Shin et al, 2012). The application, which uses

a three-axis linear accelerometer, is a slope finder tool

and shows good intra-observer reliability (ICC>.80)

(Milani et al, 2014). In the same position of the Gmed

MMT, the principal investigator (PI) conducted a

modified Ober test, and the other investigator placed

the Clinometer on the lateral epicondyle of the subject

and read scale (Kendall et al, 2005; Reese and Bandy,

2003). The mean value of two repetitions was used. If

the leg did not drop 10° below the horizontal, the

subject was regarded as TFL shortness and excluded.

Also full ROM of hip abduction, FLX and IR were

measured using the Clinometer.

Three hip FLX angle variations (0°, 15°, and 30°) of

the SHA were performed without rotation of hip

(neutral hip). The three FLX angle variations were re-

peated with the IR. A target bar was positioned at 35°

of the hip abduction and adjusted to each subject

(McBeth et al, 2012). The subjects were instructed to

abduct until they touched the bar and down over 3

sec in each position to the beat of an electronic met-

ronome (Nyland et al, 2004). The subject repeated each

position three times and held the SHA for 5 sec. The

EMG average value of the middle 3 sec was used for

data analysis (Ayotte et al, 2007). A 2 min rest be-

tween each exercise was given (Boren et al, 2011).

The order of exercises was randomized by drawing

lots to prevent muscle fatigue or learning effect.

SHA with neutral hip and flexion 

0°(SHA-NF 0)

Subjects lay on their non-dominant side down

with the hip and knee flexed for stability. The

trunk, pelvis, and test leg were straightened with

full knee extension. Then subjects abducted the test
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leg at 35° along with the axis of the target bar

with toes pointing forward until the lateral ankle

touched the bar (Boren et al, 2011; McBeth et al,

2012) (Figure 1A). The position was maintained for

5 sec while maintaining a neutral hip and knee

extension. The PI monitored every hip motion and

angle targeted and the pelvic compensation through

the 3D motion analysis system, MyoMotion. The

subjects controlled the lumbar and pelvis monitoring

by the PBU.

SHA with neutral hip and flexion 

15°and 30°(SHA-NF 15 and 30)

To perform these exercises, the subjects were

positioned in the same way as in SHA-NF 0 and

asked to flex test hip at 15° or 30° in each exercise,

respectively, before starting the SHA. A plastic ref-

erence bar guided the FLX angle, and MyoMotion

controlled the angle. The subjects flexed their hip

until the front ankle drew close to the bar, and they

performed SHA in the same way as in SHA-NF 0

(Figure 1B).

SHA with hip internal rotation and 

flexion 0°(SHA-IRF 0)

The subjects performed SHA-IRF 0 in the same

way as in SHA-NF 0, excluding the hip rotation.

The subjects were asked to internally rotate the hip

as far as possible and direct toes down toward the

table (McBeth et al, 2012). They were instructed to

remain in the neutral pelvic position and not to ro-

tate the pelvis forward. The subjects abducted their

hip until their posterolateral ankle touched the target

bar (Figure 1C).

SHA with hip internal rotation and 

flexion 15°and 30°(SHA-IRF 15 and 30)

The subjects performed SHA-IRF 15 or 30 in the

same way as SHA-NF 15 or 30, excluding the IR.

The subjects were asked to internally rotate the hip

as far as possible, flex it at 15° or 30° until it is

close to the reference bar, and perform SHA (Figure

1D). The PI controlled the subjects’ IR, FLX, abduc-

tion, and any compensatory movement through the

MyoMotion.

A B

C D

Figure 1. Side-lying hip abduction exercise. A: side-lying hip abduction with neutral hip and hip
flexion 0° (SHA-NF 0), B: side-lying hip abduction with neutral hip and hip flexion 30° (SHA-NF
30), C: side-lying hip abduction with internal rotation and hip flexion 0° (SHA-IRF 0), D: side-lying
hip abduction with internal rotation and hip flexion 30° (SHA-IRF 30).
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Statistical analysis

The test-retest reliability of the EMG data was as-

sessed by calculating ICC, CI based on the following

criteria: <.69=poor, .70∼.79=moderate, .80∼.89=good,

and .90∼.99=excellent (T’Jonck et al, 1996).

One-way repeated-measures analysis of variance was

used to test the differences in the EMG activity (Gmed,

TFL, and Gmax) and activity ratios (Gmed/TFL,

Gmax/TFL, and Gmed/Gmax) among the six differ-

ent exercises (SHA-NF 0, 15, and 30 and SHA-IRF

0, 15, and 30). The statistical significance level was

set to α=.05. All statistical analyses were performed us-

ing SPSS ver. 21.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The

Holm-Bonferroni method was performed to reduce type I

error when a significant difference was found (Berry et

al, 2015; Holm, 1979). This test can significantly decrease

type II error compared with the conservative Bonferroni

correction (Eichstaedt et al, 2013; Perneger, 1998).

Results

Muscle activity of Gmed, TFL and Gmax

Significant differences were found among the six

different exercises for Gmed (F2,41=11.817, p<.001) and

Gmax (F3,52=5.513, p=.003) muscle activity as shown

on Figure 2. SHA-NF 15 (p<.001) and SHA-NF 30

(p<.001) produced a significantly greater Gmed activ-

ity than SHA-NF 0. SHA-IRF 15 (p<.001) and

SHA-IRF 30 (p<.001) showed a significantly greater

Gmed activity than SHA-NF 0 and SHA-IRF 0. The

Gmax activity during SHA-NF 15 (p=.010) and

SHA-NF 30 (p=.005) was significantly greater than

that during SHA-NF 0. The Gmax activity during

SHA-IRF 15 (p=.002) and SHA-IRF 30 (p=.001) was

significantly greater than that during SHA-IRF 0. No

significant difference was found among the six ex-

ercises for TFL activity (F2,33=.237, p=.637).

Muscle activity ratios of Gmed/TFL, 

Gmax/TFL and Gmed/Gmax

Significant differences were found among the six

different exercises for Gmed/TFL (F3,54=8.735, p<.001)

and Gmax/TFL (F2,37=4.019, p=.028) muscle activity

ratios as shown on Figure 3. SHA-NF 15 (p<.001)

and SHA-NF 30 (p<.001) showed significantly great-

er Gmed/TFL ratios than SHA-NF 0. SHA-IRF 15

(p<.001) and SHA-IRF 30 (p=.001) showed sig-

Figure 2. The muscle activity of gluteus medius, tensor fasciae latae, and gluteus maximus for six
different side-lying hip abduction exercises. (CI: confidence interval, MVIC: maximal voluntary
isometric contraction, NF 0, 15, and 30: side-lying hip abduction with neutral hip and flexion 0°,
15°, and 30°, IRF 0, 15, and 30: side-lying hip abduction with hip internal rotation and flexion 0°,
15°, and 30°), *denoted a significant difference on one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance
with Holm-Bonferroni method.
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nificantly greater Gmed/TFL ratios than SHA-IRF 0.

The Gmax/TFL activity ratios during SHA-NF 15

(p=.010) and SHA-NF 30 (p=.006) were significantly

greater than those during SHA-NF 0. Moreover, the

ratio during SHA-IRF 30 (p=.002) was significantly

greater than that during SHA-IRF 0. No significant

difference was found (F1,26=.955, p=.367) among the

six exercises for Gmed/Gmax ratios.

Discussion

This study investigated the effect of varying hip

FLX angles and IR on hip abductor activity during

SHA in subjects with Gmed weakness. The Gmed and

Gmax activity and the Gmed/TFL and Gmax/TFL ra-

tios with hip FLX at 15° or 30° were significantly

greater than at 0° regardless of IR. The findings re-

vealed that the application of SHA-F could increase

the gluteal activity and activity ratios to the TFL.

These results partially supported our research

hypotheses. To our knowledge, this study is the first

to examine the effect of FLX angles and IR on hip

abductor activity during SHA.

Distefano et al (2009) and Willcox and Burden

(2013) studied the effect of different hip FLX angles

during clam exercise on the gluteal activity. Distefano

et al (2009) reported no significance difference in glu-

teal activity as the hip angle changed. Nevertheless,

Willcox and Burden (2013) found that the Gmed ac-

tivity with the FLX at 60˚ was greater than at 0°

because the moment arm also changed as the FLX

angle shifted from 0° to 60°. In current study, both

Gmed and Gmax activity during SHA-F at 15° or

30° were significantly greater than those at 0° re-

gardless of IR. The gravitational moment arms of

both muscles extended during SHA-F. As the mo-

ment arm is lengthened, muscle activation becomes

greater to surmount external torque (Delp et al, 1999;

Neumann, 2010). Gluteal activity during SHA-F was

higher than that during clam exercise as the moment

arms were longer because of the maintenance of the

knee extension unlike in the clam exercise with knee

flexion (Hoy et al, 1990). Furthermore, Gmax activa-

tion during SHA-F was significantly greater than

without FLX unlike in the clam exercise. During

clam exercise, the gluteal muscles act as external

rotators and are less affected by gravity. However,

during SHA-F, the center of gravity of the leg is

positioned anteriorly as the hip is flexed (Willcox

Figure 3. The muscle activity ratios of gluteus medius, tensor fasciae latae, and gluteus maximus
for six different side-lying hip abduction exercises. (CI: confidence interval, Gmed: gluteus medius,
TFL: tensor fasciae latae, Gmax: gluteus maximus, NF 0, 15, and 30: side-lying hip abduction with
neutral hip and flexion 0°, 15°, and 30°, IRF 0, 15, and 30: side-lying hip abduction with hip
internal rotation and flexion 0°, 15°, and 30°), *denoted a significant difference on one-way
repeated-measures analysis of variance with Holm-Bonferroni method.
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and Burden, 2013), and the muscles are challenged to

go against gravity, thus leading to more activation.

Therefore, SHA-F is an effective method to induce

gluteal muscles activation.

The gluteal activity and activity ratios of Gmed/TFL

and Gmax/TFL during SHA-IRF 15 or 30 significantly

increased compared with those during SHA-IRF 0 and

were similar to those during SHA-NF except the

Gmax/TFL ratio during SHA-IRF 15. The average

value of Gmax/TFL ratio during SHA-IRF 15 (.744)

also increased compared with that during SHA-IRF 0

(.596), but no statistical difference was found. These

findings indicate that SHA-IRF could increase the glu-

teal activity and ratios in the same way as SHA-NF.

Lee et al (2014) reported that SHA-IR significantly in-

creased the Gmed activity and Gmed/TFL ratio com-

pared with SHA-ER or SHA with neutral hip. However,

we could not confirm the statistical differences between

SHA-NF and SHA-IRF 0, 15, and 30 at each FLX

angle, respectively. There were significant increases

only in the Gmed muscle activity during SHA-IRF 15

and 30 than SHA-NF 0. But the results could not

make sure that these were caused by hip IR or FLX.

Although no statistical difference was found, most of

the average values during SHA-IRF (except Gmax ac-

tivity and Gmax/TFL ratio during SHA-IRF 15 and

30) tended to increase compared with those during

SHA-NF in terms of each FLX angle. According to

previous studies, an increment in hip FLX increases IR

and causes a potential switching of the moment arm of

the gluteal muscles (Delp et al, 1999; Neumann, 2010).

Therefore, SHA-F inducing IR can extend the leverage

of gluteal muscles and facilitate the muscles.

The activity ratios of Gmed/TFL and Gmax/TFL

during SHA-F significantly increased unlike those

without FLX regardless of IR. The increased activity

of Gmed and Gmax was assumed to affect the ratios

even though the TFL activity did not decrease

significantly. Practically, the average value of the

TFL activity during SHA-F 15 and 30 decreased

compared with that during SHA-F 0 regardless of

IR, but the decrease had no statistical significance

(Figure 2). As the hip is flexed, total muscle torque

necessary for SHA-F become increased, thus the hip

abductors are more challenged to go against external

torque, leading to more activation (Neumann, 2010).

The TFL is primary hip abductor (Gottschalk et al,

1989). There were no statistical significances of the

TFL activity among the SHA-F 0, 15, and 30, how-

ever the activity ratios of Gmed/TFL and Gmax/TFL

during SHA-F significantly increased. Although we

did not compare contribution levels of each muscle

among 6 SHA exercises, our results clearly show

that the TFL was activated to a lesser extent than

the Gmed or Gmax. This finding is consistent with

Willcox and Burden (2013) who found that in-

cremental FLX angle increases gluteal activation

while limiting TFL activity during the clam exercise.

The Gmed/Gmax ratios of the six exercises were not

significantly different. We assume that the result

was due to the similarity in tendency of variations

in both Gmed and Gmax activity. Because both the

muscle activity increased synchronistically as the

FLX angle increased.

The abductors were nearly fully shortened

(contracted) at 35° of abduction when we collected

data. In the length-tension relationship, fully short-

ened abductors reach an active insufficiency and be-

come difficult to produce force (Neumann et al, 1988).

Performing the SHA-IRF allows the shortened gluteal

muscles to be placed at an appropriate length to pro-

duce force. Consequently, it can result in more acti-

vation of the gluteal muscles because of gravity and

extended moment arm (Arnold et al, 2000). Similarly,

a fully shortened TFL reaches an active insufficiency

and becomes underactive because of less gravity.

This study has several limitations. First, this work

is a cross-sectional study. Longitudinal studies are

warranted to determine the long-term effect of hip

FLX and IR on hip abductor activity during SHA.

Second, we used one-way repeated-measures analy-

sis of variance to assess the EMG activity in 6 dif-

ferent exercises. However, we could not determine

the interaction between the hip FLX and IR. Further
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research needs to perform more appropriate analysis

to determine a significant interaction for hip angle by

position. Third, only gluteal and TFL activity was

measured in this study. The role of other recruited

abductor activity (including gluteus minimus, sartorius,

rectus femoris, etc.) was not measured. Finally, This

study compared gluteal muscle activity during SHA;

however, we could not ensure that applying hip FLX

is an effective method to induce gluteal activation in

a closed chain position. Future research should com-

pare the effect of hip FLX and IR on the hip abduc-

tor activity between open chain and closed chain

exercises.

Conclusion

This study measured the Gmed, TFL, and Gmax

muscle activity and the Gmed/TFL, Gmax/TFL, and

Gmed/Gmax muscle activity ratios to demonstrate

the effect of varying hip FLX angles and IR during

SHA on subjects with Gmed weakness. The Gmed

and Gmax activity and the Gmed/TFL and Gmax/TFL

activity ratios with hip FLX at 15° or 30° during

SHA were significantly greater than those at 0° re-

gardless of IR. Therefore, applying hip FLX is an ef-

fective method for increasing gluteal activity and

eliciting greater Gmed/TFL and Gmax/TFL activity

ratios during SHA in subjects with Gmed weakness.
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